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I quesiti della presente banca dati sono afferenti alle materie previste dall’avviso pubblico secondo 
la seguente articolazione: 
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Lingua Inglese  
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qualsiasi modo e diffondere - da parte di chiunque - il presente documento, fatto salvo il 
consenso scritto di Formez PA. 
Ogni violazione sarà perseguita ai sensi di Legge e si applicheranno le sanzioni previste dagli art. 
171, 171-bis, 171-ter, 174-bis e 174-ter della Legge 633/1941. 
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Consult a doctor before your journey, as in some countries you may need to combine 'Paludrine' with another 
antimalarial. Read the package leaflet carefully. Since no medication can be guaranteed to protect against malaria 
in every instance, you should consult a doctor if you become ill during or after visiting a malaria-risk area. To 
reduce the risk of mosquito bites, cover exposed skin in the evening and use nets or screens in your room.

1 What should you do if you become ill during or after visiting a malaria-risk area?
You should increase the dosage of medication

You should consult a doctor

You should consult your Embassy

You should consult a doctor if your symptoms include fever

A

B

C

D

2 How can you reduce the risk of mosquito bites?
By covering exposed skin at all times

By taking ‘Paludrine’ in the evening

By covering exposed skin in the evening and using nets in your room

By wearing suitable cotton clothing

A

B

C

D

3 In which circumstances may it be necessary to combine 'Paludrine' with another antimalarial?
When travelling to certain high malaria-risk countries

When travelling outside Europe

Always when travelling abroad

When 'Paludrine' causes allergic reactions

A

B

C

D

4 When should you consult a doctor?
After a journey to Third World countries

Before any journey whatsoever

Before taking antimalarial medication

Before any journey to a malaria-risk area

A

B

C

D

5 Which medications guarantee protection against malaria in every circumstance?
Most European ones

None

Antimalarial medications

'Paludrine' combined with other antimalarials

A

B

C

D
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If a passenger wishes to hand in a piece of lost property, you should refer him to the stationmaster. If you are 
alone in the station you need to record the details in the log book. Details must include the date, the passenger's 
name and address and a brief description of the piece of property.

6 If the stationmaster, yourself and the booking clerk are all in the station who should take the 
details of the lost property?

Yourself

The stationmaster

The booking clerk

It does not matter who takes the details

A

B

C

D

7 When should it be you that records the details in the log book?
When you are alone in the station

When the stationmaster is in the station

When both you and the stationmaster are in the station

When the booking clerk is in the station

A

B

C

D

8 If you need to deal with the lost property where should you record the details?
In the stationmaster's record book

In the log book

On a lost property form

No details should be taken

A

B

C

D

9 Which of the following is the correct set of details for a piece of lost property?
27 August 1986 Mr R Brown 17 Arnolds Avenue London N1 1 pair of brown children's shoes

27 August 1986 Mr R Brown 17 Arnolds Avenue London N1 1 pair of broon children's shoes

27 August 1986 Mr R Brown 1 pair of brown children's shoes

27 August 1986 17 Arnolds Avenue London N1 1 pear of brown children's shoes

A

B

C

D

10 What details need to be taken when a piece of lost property is handed in?
Just the name and address of the passenger

Just a brief description of the lost property and the date

The date, name and address of the passenger and a brief description of the property

Just the name and address of the passenger and the date

A

B

C

D
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TO ALL CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

The following regulations must be strictly followed during the conference:
· Clothing must be appropriate. Denim clothing will not be allowed.
· The Conference Hall is a strictly non-smoking area.
· Chewing gum, food and beverages must not be taken into the Conference Hall.
· Portable phones will not be tolerated.
· If participants wish to make recordings during the conference, personal stereos not exceeding 15cm x 8cm x 5cm 
will be permitted.
· Portable computers will be permitted provided their total dimensions do not exceed 35cm x 25cm x 15cm and 
they weigh maximum 2 Kg.
· Absences will not be tolerated unless a signed and dated note of explanation is delivered to the Conference 
Secretary one day prior to the absence.
11 Which of the following are you not allowed to wear during the conference?

Suit and tie

Jeans

Trousers

Portable phones and shirts

A

B

C

D

12 What kind of area is the Conference Hall?
A place where portable phones are allowed

A non-smoking area

An area where you cannot be absent

A place where portable computers are not allowed

A

B

C

D

13 What is the maximum size allowed for personal stereos?
15cm x 8 Kg x 5cm

25cm x 8cm x 5cm

15cm x 8cm x 5cm

15cm x 8cm x 15cm

A

B

C

D

14 Which of the following cannot be taken into the Conference Hall?
A jacket

A can of Coca Cola

A notepad

A personal stereo smaller than 15cm x 8cm x 5cm

A

B

C

D

15 If you intend to be absent on Thursday, when must the Conference Secretary receive your note of 
explanation?

On Tuesday

24 hours beforehand

On the same day

At the start of the conference

A

B

C

D
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HOSPITAL UNIFORM

Female nursing staff: white low-heeled shoes; minimum jewellery; light blue hospital uniform (dark blue for senior 
nursing staff); white starched cap; hair short or tied back.
Male nursing staff: white hospital shoes; minimum jewellery; light blue hospital uniform (dark blue for senior 
nursing staff); short hair.
Medical students: appropriate footwear; minimum jewellery; light blue hospital uniform; white laboratory coat; 
short hair.
Chief physicians and senior consultants: appropriate footwear; minimum jewellery; suitable clothing; white 
laboratory coat; short hair.
16 Which of the following can nursing staff wear?

A ring on each finger

Brown leather shoes

Long gold earrings

A white starched cap

A

B

C

D

17 Lionel Sykes is training to be a dermatologist. What colour is his uniform?
Dark blue

He isn’t obliged to wear a uniform

Light blue

Any colour, provided he wears a laboratory coat on top

A

B

C

D

18 Dr. James Seaway is Head of the Intensive Care Unit. Can he wear a suit while he is working?
Yes, under his laboratory coat

No, he must wear a laboratory coat

Yes, under his hospital uniform

No, he must wear a dark blue hospital uniform

A

B

C

D

19 Which staff members are allowed to wear a ponytail at work?
None

Female nurses

Doctors only

Male nurses

A

B

C

D

20 Dr. Anne Black is a highly skilled brain surgeon. Is she obliged to wear hospital uniform?
Yes, she is

Yes, under her laboratory coat

No, but she must wear white hospital shoes

No, but she must wear a laboratory coat

A

B

C

D
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HAVE YOU SEEN THIS MAN?

Scotland Yard requests the public's help in identifying and capturing an extremely dangerous international 
terrorist. The following are details of the last sighting of Frederick Brookes, alias Fergus Blaire.
Last seen boarding an Intercity train bound for Dover on August 11th 1993. Final destination unknown, but south-
west France is probable.
The suspect is approximately six feet tall. When last sighted, he was fair-haired and wore a moustache and dark-
rimmed glasses. He seemed plump, and was walking with a slight limp. Brookes was wearing a dark wool coat and 
black trousers, and carried a brown leather briefcase.
This man is wanted by police all over Europe. He supplies weapons to terrorist organizations. If you think you have 
seen him, please contact your nearest police station immediately. DO NOT APPROACH HIM - HE IS ARMED AND 
HIGHLY DANGEROUS.
21 What should you do if you encounter Frederick Brookes?

Tell him that you know who he really is

Get as close to him as possible so that you can be sure of his identity

Call the nearest police authorities

Contact exclusively Scotland Yard at once

A

B

C

D

22 Scotland Yard:
thinks Brookes could be captured thanks to the public's help

knows exactly where Brookes is

captured Brookes in 1993 for the first time

considers the public's help useless

A

B

C

D

23 Why is this man wanted by police all over Europe?
Because he robs banks

Because he sells guns, missiles and explosives to terrorists

Because he is a drug dealer

Because he is the head of a terrorist network

A

B

C

D

24 What else can be said about the way the suspect last looked?
He was tall, thin, and wore a moustache

He was walking quickly

He was blonde with a moustache and was wearing dark clothing

He was thin and was wearing a moustache and glasses

A

B

C

D

25 What is the suspect's real name?
Nobody knows

Fergus Blaire

It is classified information, so only Scotland Yard knows

Frederick Brookes

A

B

C

D
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It is an offence for passengers to be drunk on board the aircraft and cabin crew may decline to serve alcohol to 
passengers who appear to be intoxicated.
We offer the choice of smoking or non-smoking seating in all cabins on most international flights (cigarettes only), 
but smoking is forbidden in the toilets or when walking around the aircraft, and domestic flights are totally non-
smoking.
26 What must you not do when walking around the aircraft?

You must not drink alcohol

You must not talk to cabin crew

You must not smoke

You must not enter the non-smoking section if you are smoking

A

B

C

D

27 On which type of flight is cigar-smoking allowed?
International and intercontinental flights only

All flights with special seating

None whatsoever

Most international flights

A

B

C

D

28 Where should a passenger who wishes to smoke sit on a domestic flight?
It makes no difference, as smoking is forbidden

In the section specified on the boarding pass

In the smoking section

In any seat where smoking is permitted

A

B

C

D

29 During which phase of the flight are you allowed to smoke in the toilets?
During take-off only

As soon as the aircraft has reached an appropriate altitude

Once the Fasten Seat Belts sign has been switched off

Never

A

B

C

D

30 Can cabin crew refuse to serve alcohol to a passenger?
Yes, if the passenger in question appears to be drunk

No, unless the passenger is under 18 years of age

Yes, if the passenger in question is offensive to cabin crew

No, unless the passenger appears to be ill

A

B

C

D
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The fire alarm is a continuous ring of a bell. An intermittent ring indicates a fire practice. When the fire alarm rings, 
go to your fire assembly area. When the fire practice bell rings, your supervisor will tell you what to do. Three short 
rings of the bell should be ignored, as this is to test the equipment.
31 What should you do when you hear a continuous ring of a bell?

Wait for your supervisor to tell you what to do

Go to your fire assembly area

Sound the fire alarm

Ignore it

A

B

C

D

32 When will your supervisor tell you what to do?
When you hear an intermittent ring

When he is testing the equipment

When you hear a continuous ring

When he is ringing the fire alarm

A

B

C

D

33 What does an intermittent ring of a bell indicate?
A fire alarm

A fire practice

The equipment is being tested

You should go to your fire assembly area

A

B

C

D

34 When you hear three short rings, what should you do?
Test the equipment

Ring the fire alarm

Ignore them

Go to your fire assembly area

A

B

C

D

35 Which sound indicates that the equipment is being tested?
A loud noise

A continuous ring

Three short rings

An intermittent ring

A

B

C

D
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Follow these instructions to avoid damaging the equipment:

· Do not use it when there is lightning in the vicinity. Disconnect the power cable of connected equipment.
· Do not allow the equipment to become wet.
· When the equipment is not in use, remove the battery pack.
· Do not use it in places over 40°C.
· Do not use it in places below 0°C.
· Do not use the equipment in places subject to excessive humidity or dust.
· Do not open the cabinet.
· Do not clean the equipment until the battery pack has been removed or other power units have been 
disconnected.
36 Is this equipment waterproof?

No, absolutely not

Yes, but only in certain conditions

At times

No, unless the cabinet is securely closed

A

B

C

D

37 If you leave the equipment in a drawer for a month, what should you do?
Clean it

Remove the battery pack

Open the cabinet

Make sure it is turned on

A

B

C

D

38 In which of these places can you use the equipment?
In the country

In a desert where the temperature is 42°C

At the North Pole

In a swimming pool

A

B

C

D

39 In which of the following situations must the equipment not be used?
In a room with artificial lighting

Outdoors

When there is an electrical storm nearby

In places below 40°C

A

B

C

D

40 When should the cabinet be opened?
When the equipment requires cleaning

Never

Only in places below 40°C

Only in places not subject to excessive humidity

A

B

C

D
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Signal repairs will be carried out at Blackfriars station on Saturday 11 July from 1.00 pm.
The last train will depart 10 minutes earlier than usual from Blackfriars on this date at 10.45 pm rather than 10.55 
pm. Customers should be advised of this through a blackboard announcement. The announcement should be 
displayed prominently from Monday 7 July.
41 What time does the last train from Blackfriars usually depart on a Saturday?

11.00 pm

10.45 pm

10.55 pm

11.10 pm

A

B

C

D

42 When should the blackboard announcement be displayed?
Saturday 11 July at the latest

From Thursday 9 July

From Monday 7 July

Until Wednesday 8 July

A

B

C

D

43 How should passengers be notified of the signal repairs?
Through a blackboard announcement

Through the public address system

The booking clerk should tell them

They do not need to be told

A

B

C

D

44 How much earlier than usual will the last train depart?
1 minute earlier

10 minutes earlier

11 minutes earlier

15 minutes earlier

A

B

C

D

45 Which of these blackboard displays is correct?
Due to signal repares the last train from this station on Saturday 11 will leave at 10.45 pm

Due to signall repairs the last train from this station on Saturday 11 will leave at 10.45 pm

Due to signal repairs the last train from this station on Saturday 11 will leeve at 10.45 pm

Due to signal repairs the last train from this station on Saturday 11 will leave at 10.45 pm

A

B

C

D
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COLLEGE LIBRARY RULES

1) The library is an area reserved for reading and studying. Students wishing to use the library are required to 
make as little noise as possible.
2) Outdoor clothing and umbrellas must be left in the entrance lockers provided.
3) Smoking is absolutely forbidden within the main library area. If you want to smoke, please use the Student 
Lounge near the library entrance.
4) For obvious reasons, your portable phone should be switched off while you are in the library.
5) Students who wish to use portable computers in the library area may do so provided the equipment is not 
cumbersome and is silent.
6) The library lending service permits books to be taken out for two days only. Students must obtain written 
permission from a college librarian if they require books for a longer period.
46 Are you allowed to chat with your friends in the main library area?

Of course

No, you must avoid making unnecessary noise

Only if the chat is urgent

Yes, provided the chat regards the college

A

B

C

D

47 Can students take books out for more than 48 hours?
No, just for 24 hours

Yes, provided they get written permission

Yes, provided they obtain advice from a librarian

No, it is forbidden

A

B

C

D

48 Which of the following must be left in the lockers?
Writing equipment

Coats

Portable phones

Reading material

A

B

C

D

49 Which portable computers can be taken into the library?
Any kind, as long as it takes up a lot of space

Any kind, as long as it doesn't take up a lot of space

Any kind, as long as it is bulky and silent

Any kind, as long as it is noisy

A

B

C

D

50 Where should students go if they wish to smoke?
Near the library entrance

Outside the building

To the Student Lounge

To the main library area

A

B

C

D
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51
They ____ on holiday since last Saturday.
A are stayed

B have being

C have been

52
"I like strawberries." "So ____."
A I didn't

B I am

C do I

53
Lucy and I are very good friends. We ____ when we were at university.
A knew

B have known from

C met

54
Neither John ____ Mary ____ available.
A no / am

B nor / have

C nor / is

55
Don't forget to buy a ____ of bread at the baker's.
A shape

B round

C loaf

56
She goes ____ ____ friends.
A to visit / her

B visits / hers

C see / his

57
_____ people work _____ that department?
A How much / for

B How many / in

C How / so

58
Peter ____ ____ the morning train at nine.
A alway / catch

B catches / always

C always / catches

59
I'm going to buy ____ stamps.
A any

B much

C some

60
When he ____ in London he ____ very early in the morning.
A was / waken

B is / woke

C was / woke
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61
I enjoy reading in my ____ time.
A in more

B spare

C free

62
She asked ______ ______ close the door.
A me / to don't

B my / to

C me / not to

63
"Thank you very much indeed." "Don't ____."
A bother me

B mention it

C tell it

64
Richard is not very nice. In fact, he is quite ____.
A ungently

B impolite

C bad educated

65
There are _____ extra pens _____ the table.
A any / on

B an / under

C some / on

66
"Excuse me. Could you tell me ____ pharmacy is?" "Yes. It's over there, next to the book shop."
A whose nearest

B where the nearest

C which the nearest

67
Don't wait for me if you ____.
A go speedy

B have a hurry

C are in a hurry

68
"These boxes are very heavy!" "____"
A Do you want me help?

B Shall I help you?

C Must I give you a help?

69
The strike ____ tomorrow ____ nine.
A would start / on

B started / from

C will start / at

70
What do you think your father ___ you for Christmas?
A presents to

B will give

C is given
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71
_____ are you _____ that letter to ?
A To whome / send

B Whose / writing

C Who / sending

72
Tom has put on his best ____ because he is going out to dinner with his boss.
A dresses

B habit

C suit

73
Rebecca's job pays well. She has a very good ____.
A earn

B salary

C month

74
If you _____ understand, ______ the person to repeat.
A doesn't / will ask

B will not / tells

C don't / ask

75
"Can I help you, madam?" "No, thank you. ____."
A I want just see

B I want look only

C I'm just looking

76
____ careful! It's a very dangerous road.
A Take

B Be

C Are

77
I don't like to go out alone ____ night.
A at

B in a

C the

78
_____ Paul _____ Mary can come to the party.
A Neither / nor

B Neither / or

C Nor / or

79
Richard ____ 85 kilos.
A wheys

B weights

C weighs

80
Yesterday the shop assistant ____ four ____.
A have saled / shirts

B sales / shirts

C sold / shirts
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81
Is Jane's ____ than Mary?
A older

B brother more old

C brother older

82
He _____ a good career _____ the Diplomatic Service.
A had had / for

B had / in

C has / being

83
_____ has taken my _____ bicycle!
A Somebody / new

B Somehow / new

C Nobody / newly

84
____ umbrella is this?
A Whose

B Who's

C Whom

85
The books ____ returned by the end ____ week.
A will be / of the

B are / in the

C were / on the

86
The director _____ the employees _____ extra hours.
A wants that / work

B want / to 

C wants / to work

87
If it ____ tomorrow, we won't play tennis.
A rains

B will raining

C will be raining

88
____ he studied hard, he didn't pass the driving test.
A Just

B Already

C Although

89
How long ____ your car?
A you has

B have you been having

C have you had

90
On Sundays I enjoy having ____.
A breakfast at bed

B breakfast in the bed

C breakfast in bed
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91
They were ____ sleepy to stay awake.
A two

B so much

C too

92
People often ____ money from banks.
A lend

B borrow

C loan

93
They kissed ____ good-bye.
A each other

B one back the other

C one to another

94
The prisoner ____ to escape.
A realised

B managed

C succeed

95
When you get to the traffic lights, turn left and then go ____ for about two hundred metres.
A directly

B straight on

C forward by

96
I'm really ____ on holiday this year.
A looking forward to going

B happy to going

C happy in going

97
Do you speak any ____ languages?
A foreign

B strangers

C other

98
We are ____ meet the new boss ____ half an hour.
A going to / in

B having to / at

C went to / in

99
This room already has ____ furniture in it.
A too many

B a few

C enough

100
She started ____ the piano when she was only four years old.
A play

B playing

C plaid
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